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polymers,to which neutronscatteringcontributes,might have an impacton the developmentof new materialsin the future.
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Polymer

Glasses

Ian M. Hodge
Physical aging refers to structural relaxation of the glassy state toward the metastable
equilibrium amorphous state, and it is accompanied by changes in almost all physical
properties. These changes, which must be taken into account in the design, manufacture, and use of glassy polymer materials and devices, present a daunting challenge
to theorists.

Glasses usuallyexist in a nonequilibrium
state, and relaxationtowardequilibriumis
commonly referredto as physical aging.
This term was first coined by Struik(1) to
distinguishglassystate relaxationfromother time-dependentprocessessuch as recrystallizationand chemicaldegradation.In the
inorganicglass literature,it is traditionally
referredto as structuralrelaxation,annealing, or stabilization.The varietyof terminologies reflects the common occurrence
and considerablepractical importanceof
glassystate relaxationto a chemicallydiverserangeof materialsthat includespolymers, inorganicglasses,composites,amorphousmetals,and even foodstuffs.Physical
agingis particularlyimportantforpolymers,
becausethe rate of physicalaging is determined in part by how far below the glass
transition temperatureT the polymer is
used, and Tg values are lower for polymers
than for most inorganic glasses. Physical
aging also affects the characteristictime
scale of dynamicproperties,which are importantforpolymers.The couplingbetween
thermodynamicand dynamic properties
gives rise to the most practicallyimportant
and technicallydifficult aspect of physical
aging,its nonlinearity.Accurateprediction
The author is at Eastman Kodak Company, Imaging Research and Advanced Development, Rochester, NY
14650-2116, USA.

of changesin physicalpropertieswith aging
can have significant economic implications, in partbecauseof the obviousneed to
predictlong-termbehaviorfrom accelerated short time tests. These and other issues
are discussed in detail in several recent
reviewarticlesand books (1-5), a reportof
a recentworkshopat the National Institute
of Standardsand Technology (NIST) (6),
and in the proceedingsof two intemational
conferences(7, 8). Propertiesand applications affectedby physicalagingincludethe
design, manufacture,and performanceof
polymer-basedcomposites,automotiveapplicationsof polymers,adhesives,permeability of packagingmaterials,curlingof photographicfilm supports,nonlinearoptic materials,curingof epoxies,the optical, electrical, and mechanical propertiesof xerographicmaterials,and glass-to-metalseals.
In addition to being nonlinear, glassy
state relaxationsare also nonexponential
and exhibit the memoryeffect, that is, relaxationfroma particularstatedependsnot
only on what that state is, but also on how
that state was reached.For example,physical agingof a polymerthat has been injection molded will depend on the temperature T, hydrostaticpressure,and mechanical deformationhistoryduringthe molding
process,as well as the post-moldingthermal
and mechanicalhistorybeforethe polymer
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is put into service.The two essentialingredients of nonlinearityand nonexponentiality are illustratedby the effects of physical
agingon viscoelasticcreepshown in Fig. 1.
The tensile creepcomplianceof poly(vinylchloride) (PVC) is shown as a function of
creep time, measuredafter the indicated
physical aging times, ta, at 20?C after a
quench from above Tg. The creep curves
continue to move to longer creep times,
eveni after almost 3 years of aging. The
shapes of the individual curves are determined by the nonexponential compliance
response function, which depends on material type, but is almost independent of ta for
these particular data. The latter independence allows a master creep compliance
curve to be constructed by shifting the individual curves along the creep time axis (9),
exemplified by the master curve at ta = 1000
days. This procedure is not always possible
for all properties and all polymers, however,
because the response function often changes
with annealing time. The effects of physical
aging are erased by heating the glass above
its Tg,indicating a close connection between
aging and the glass transition. This effect is
illustrated by the crossed data in Fig. 1, observed for a previously aged sample that had
been heated to above Tg and aged again for
1 day, which essentially superimposedthose
of the original material after a day of aging.
The position of a curve on the creep
time axis is determined by the average creep
relaxation time, T (10). Shifts along the
creep time axis with aging can therefore be
described in terms of T increasing with aging time, ta) approximated as:
r = rot"l

(1)

where pL is the Struik shift factor (1). Viscoelastic creep occurs because there is appreciable polymer chain mobility in the glassy
state, and this mobility is determined by the
free volume, vf, and configurational entropy,
1945

SC.Both Vf and Sc are functionsof T, from
which arisethe well-knownnon-Arrhenius
behaviorof v(T) aboveTg(11). Importantly,
SC and Vf also decreasewith aging time,
resultingin the lengtheningof T with aging
exhibited in Fig. 1. The value of T also
determinesthe ratesof relaxationof Vf andSc
themselves,so that volumeandentropy(isothermalenthalpy) relaxationis nonlinear.
Both SCand Vf aregreaterin the nonequilibrium glass than in the equilibriumamorproducphousstateat the sametemperature,
ing a shorteningof the nonequilibriumrelaxationtime that resultsin relaxationoccurringwithin the lifetimeof the glass,that
is, physical aging occurs. Nonlinearity is
thereforean essentialcauseof physicalaging
occurringon a practicallyimportanttime
scale. Nonlinearitybecomessignificantfor
changesin T as smallas 2 K or so and must
be incorporatedin the analysisof almostall
glassystateexperiments.In contrast,the viscoelasticity of polymers,for example, remainslinearup to practicallysignificantlevels of stress,strain,and strainrate.
Nonexponentiality is frequently described by the stretched exponential or
(KWW) decay
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts
function:
=
+(t)

(TO) I]

0

(2)
This is a linearfunctionas written, in the
sensethatT is constantanddoesnot depend
on agingtime. Nonlinearextensionsof +(t)
are obtainedby usingthe reducedtime:
t

dt'
((t)

T (t')

(3)

0

where integrationcommencesat the time
the polymerwas last in equilibrium.The
nonlinearKWW function is then:

4(t) = exp(-P)

=

exp

-

yTO(t'))j

of a
effectsdependsnot onlyon knowledge
historybeforeuse,butalsoof the
polymer's
agingoccurs.
asphysical
stresses
experienced
A more general method for describing nonIt is also importantto recognizethat, allinearity is to specify the nonequilibrium
thoughphysicalagingoccursin a widevaristate of the glass in terms of the fictive
ety of glassesandaffectsa largenumberof
temperature, Tf, defined as the thermodythe agingkineticsof a particular
properties,
namic temperature at which some observed
fordifferent
different
materialaregenerally
nonequilibrium excess property would be
Thus,changesin one property
properties.
the equilibrium value, or with a parameter 8
usingparamcannotin generalbe predicted
that is proportional to Tf - T (12). The
etersobtainedfromanotherproperty.
most frequently used expression for T0[T(t),
Physicalagingis alsocoupledto gassolTf(t)] is the Narayanaswamy-Moynihan
ubility,absorptionand desorption.As Vf
(NM) equation (13):
decreasesduringaging,inertgassolubility
(xAh*
(1 - x)Ah*
decreases.Conversely,physicalaging is
T = Aexp RT +
(5)
RTf
becausepart
sloweddownbygasabsorption
of the freevolumebecomesoccupiedandT
where the parameter Ah* is the effective
lengthens.Physicallyaged polymersare
equilibrium activation energy just above Tg,
moreslowlyswollenbysolventvapors,and
x is a measure of nonlinearity, and R is the
froma swollenpolyrapidvapordesorption
gas constant. Experimental values of x deaging.Gasdifsubsequent
meraccelerates
pend on polymer type and the propertybeing
fusivitiesarealsoinfluencedby aging.
described, but typically lie between 0.1 and
of physiThe theoreticalunderstanding
0.5. The response to any given thermal hiscal agingis primitive.Perhapsthe bestuntory is then described in terms of Boltzmann
to dateis in termsof the heuderstanding
superpositionof responseslinearizedwith the
equation(3,
reduced time and TO[T(t),Tf(t)] or TO[T(t), risticnonlinearAdam-Gibbs
(4)

3(t)]. Usually, T(t) is specified by the thermal history and Tf( t) is the response to that
history, although Tf(t) can also be determined by nonthermal perturbations,because
these can also change . Representative examples of T-changing with applied stress
have been described for PVC, polycarbonate, amnd
polystyrene (14). The generally accepted explanation for this effect is that T is
shortened by volumetric dilation (15). This
effect can give rise to what is commonly
referred to as "rejuvenation," in which the
effects of physical aging are partially reversed. Indeed, some researchershave inter-
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Fig. 1. Creep compliance for PVC as a function of creep time and physical aging time. [Adapted from (1)
with permission, copyright Elsevier]
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pretedyieldingand brittle-to-ductiletransitions in polymersin terms of the applied
stressesdecreasingthe relaxationtime to
nearor
of temperatures
valuescharacteristic
aboveT. Thus,accuratepredictionof aging
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5, 16):
to=

B
A'exp(T(l -TK/Tf)

(6)

Kauzmann
whereTKis the thermodynamic
to zero
at whichSCextrapolates
temperature
and A' and B are constants.Theoretical
of the nonlinearAdam-Gibbs
implications
in detailelsewhere(3,
theoryarediscussed
here.
5, 16);justa fewarebrieflymentioned
to theVogel-Tamman6 simplifies
Equation
Fulcher(VTF)equationin the equilibrium
state above Tg,where Tf = T, so that the

A', B, andTKcan be obtained
parameters
datato the VTF
fromfittingequilibrium
equationandusedto predicttheglassystate
effectiveactivationenergyBR/(1- TK/Tg).
forboth
areoftenaccurate
Suchpredictions
almaterials,
polymericand nonpolymeric
thoughthegeneralrelationbetweenequilib(nonlinrium(linear)and nonequilibrium
The
is not wellunderstood.
ear)relaxation
B is proportional
to an activation
parameter
energyperparticle,Ap,,that for polymers
canbe equatedto an averageenergybarrier
valforbondrotation.Physically
reasonable
uesforAp,of 10to 33 kJmol-Vareobtained.
Eqs.5 and6 areessenDespiteappearances,
relatwiththeirparameters
tiallyequivalent,
1 -TKJTg and Ah*IR B/(1 ed by x
Ti&Tg)2 B/x2. The relation between x and
TK/Tg suggests that nonlinearity is determinedi by how close the kinetic Tg is to the
thermodynamic TK. It can be arguedthat A\F
determines TK/Tg. If a linear relation be-
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tween A?\. and TK/Tgis assumed, observed
correlations between the empirical NM parametersx and Ah* and the KWW parameter I3are correctly predicted. A correlation
between Ah* and 3 is also observed for polymers in the rubbery state above Tg, where
relaxation is linear (17), and is consistent
with the correlation between the same parameters observed under the nonlinear conditions prevailing below Tg. The ratio TK/Tg
is a measure of fragility in Angell's classification scheme for liquids (17, 18), implying
that more fragile liquids produce more nonlinear glasses. This is borne out by the correlations between the NM and KWW parameters being consistent with the fragility
classification scheme.
The description and prediction of physical aging effects is fraught with difficulties
caused by the complexity of their nonlinear
and nonexponential character. The problem is acute for polymers because of the
coupling between aging and the dynamic
and thermodynamic properties that are important in their applications. The current
phenomenologies for purely thermal histories are adequate for many engineering applications, such as those for inorganic glasses, for example (3), but fail for glasses that
are very far from equilibrium. The reasons
for this failure are not known with certainty, although the handling of nonlinearity,
or the methods for combining nonlinearity
and nonexponentiality, or both are suspected by some (5, 7, 8). A generally accepted
methodology for treating nonthermal perturbations to polymers has not yet been
developed. Theoretical understanding of
the glass transition, upon which a better
understanding of physical aging will presumably be based, is at present too poorly
developed to be of much help. New approaches to these long-standing problems
are sorely needed.
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Glasses

A. Lindsay Greer
Amorphous metallic alloys, relative newcomers to the world of glasses, have properties
that are unusual for solid metals. The metallic glasses, which exist in a very wide variety
of compositions, combine fundamental interest with practical applications. They also
serve as precursors for exciting new nanocrystalline materials. Their magnetic (soft and
hard) and mechanical properties are of particular interest.

Materials with each of the majorbonding
types(ionic,covalent,vanderWaals,hydrogen, and metallic) can be obtained in amorphous (that is, noncrystalline) solid forms.
Metallic amorphous materials are comparative newcomers to this group. They first
came to prominence with Duwez's demonstration in 1959 that an amorphousAu75Si25
alloy (the composition is given here, as
throughout this article, in atomic percent)
could be obtained by rapid cooling of the
liquid (1). Formed when the liquid becomes
increasingly viscous on cooling and fails to
crystallize, such a material can correctly be
termed a glass. Metallic glasses are but a
subset of a range of metallic amorphous solids that can be made by a wide variety of
techniques. Undoubtedly, amorphousmetallic materials had been made, and even recognized as such, before Duwez'sexperiments;
an example is early work on the condensation of thin films on substrates at liquid
helium temperatures(2). The significance of
Duwez's work, seen more clearly when the
improved cooling technique of melt-spinning was developed (Fig. 1), was that vitrification of a liquid permits comparatively
large quantities of an alloy to be made into
the amorphous state, certainly much more
than could be made by thin-film techniques.
In addition to their fundamental interest,
metallic glasses were soon realized to have
considerable commercial importance when
iron-based compositions were found to have
excellent soft magnetic properties (3). With
their ready availability, fundamental interest, and properties of technological imporThe author is in the Department of MaterialsScience &
Metallurgy, University of Cambridge, Pembroke Street,
Cambridge CB2 3QZ, United Kingdom.
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tance, metallic glasses in the late 1970s and
1980s were the focus of an explosion of
academic and industrialresearch.Some years
on, the novelty has faded. Some commercial
applications are well established, and others
are still awaited. Yet research on metallic
glasses remains active, not least because of
continuing discoveries that open up new
possibilities. This article considers the current state of the field and focuses on recent
developments. Further background material
may be found, for example, in (4, 5).

How to Make a Metallic Glass
A glass is made if a liquid is cooled sufficiently rapidly to avoid crystallization.
With conventional oxide glasses, the critical cooling rate is so low that it is not an
important production parameter. For metallic glasses, however, critical cooling rates
are usually rather high. Melt-spinning (Fig.
1) has been the main technique for metallic
glass production, and it gives cooling rates
of the order of 105 to 106 K s-'. There are,
of course, many other techniques for rapidly
cooling an alloy liquid. For example, a jet of
molten alloy can be ejected into a stream of
water to produce wire, or (in any of the
many variants of atomization) broken up to
produce droplets. With such techniques,
the cooling rate is comparable to that in
melt-spinning and the interest is in the
forms of the product. A contrasting example is pulsed laser quenching, in which a
very thin (-100 nm) surface layer is melted
by an incident beam of duration as short as
a few picoseconds. The thin layer on top of
a large cold substrate experiences ultrarapid
cooling, as fast as 1014 K s-' (6).
1947

